Job details

Senior Consultant (Quantity Surveyor)

Date posted
03 Jun 2021

Job Search • Sydney CBD NSW
Expired On
09 Jul 2021
Category
Construction
Base pay

Work type

Contract type

$0 - $0

Full Time

Permanent

Occupation
Surveying
Base pay
$0 - $0

Perks
TRAINING

Skills
TEAM PLAYER
CHANGE ORDERS
PROBLEM SOLVER
SURVEYING

Full job description
Aston Consult
We are a privately owned consultancy based in Sydney, Australia. We offer
commercial and contractual services to the construction and engineering
industries including independent expert witness services, claims
preparation/management and contractual and commercial advice.
Our success is attributed to doing things a little differently to the more
traditional quantity surveying and claims practices. We enjoy working together
and pride ourselves on our team vibe and our flat structure. Our people are
enabled because they work in an environment where they are encouraged to
think differently, they also receive timely feedback to help develop their
knowledge and grow their understanding. It sounds simple but doing the basic
things well is often lost, particularly in large organisations.
have you worked on alliance projects as a Quantity Surveyor or Contract
Administrator and interested to move deeper into this field? Do you wish to
increase your exposure to different contract models and clients, and work on a
variety of different projects? Are you considering where to take your career
after several years working in a project-based role? Perhaps you are

Contract type
Permanent
Work type
Full Time
Job mode
Standard/Business hours
Career level
SENIOR (EXPERIENCED
NON-MANAGER)
Work Authorisation
AUSTRALIAN CITIZEN /
PERMANENT RESIDENT

undertaking a post graduate course so you can specialise further, and you are
looking for an organisation that can offer you the right exposure?
The Role
You will work with a variety of civil and social infrastructure clients and
contractors as part of Aston’s Sydney team. You will be involved in the full
lifecycle of projects from procurement through to the preparation of variations
and claims, including the quantification of values and costs. You will carry out
data analysis by on project information including raw accounting data,
drawings, letters, financial data, change orders and the like.
We are looking for a team player who values precision and is an effective
communicator. Some of the other attributes we are interested in are:
Bachelor’s degree in quantity surveying, civil engineering, law, or a
related field
Studying towards a professional accreditation such as CIArb, RICS
Minimum of 5 years experience working for a construction or
engineering contractor or specialist claims consultancy. Project
experience is essential
Alliance experience desirable but not essential
Ability to communicate clearly and concisely to a non-technical
audience
Ability to process, model and present large data sets
Analytical thinker and problem solver
What’s in it for you?
We are offering an unrivalled opportunity to learn and develop as a commercial
specialist. You will receive firsthand experience working with a highly reputable
team of experts without the layers of organisation that usually get in the way.
You will be encouraged to push yourself by taking on different experiences and
training that feed into your overall understanding of construction disputes. You
will become a valued member of Aston’s team, a team that foster a great vibe
and genuinely enjoy working together.
To apply please send your CV and Cover Letter to Sinead Waldron at
sinead.waldron@astonconsult.net
Applications will be accepted for 30 days.
Further opportunities can be found on Aston Consult’s website
www.astonconsult.com or by following the
Aston Consult is an equal opportunities employer.

